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CORNEA EYE TREATMENT AND CORNEA EYE SURGERY
from one of Pittsburgh’s most trusted eye care and eye surgery centers

O

ur cornea surgeons explain, before every cornea eye treatment,
that the cornea is the transparent tissue, the “windshield,” that
covers the eye. It shields the inside of the eye from germs, dust
and other harmful matter. The cornea allows light into the eye and acts
as a very powerful lens to focus light rays to the back of the eye.
Our experts are well aware that corneal problems can range from
minor injuries or abrasions to more severe diseases. Usually the minor
abrasions heal on their own as the cells quickly regenerate to cover
the injury before the infection occurs and vision is affected. However,
infections can occur and usually are treated with antibacterial or
anti-fungal eye drops. Conjunctivitis, ocular herpes and herpes zoster
are other more severe conditions that may affect the cornea. Other
problems, such as keratoconus – a steep curving of the cornea, and
Fuch’s dystrophy – deterioration of epithelial cells causing the cornea

to swell and distort vision, can cause the need for a visit to the AIO
cornea specialists.
Corneal transplant surgery is an operation in which the diseased
or damaged cornea is removed and replaced with a healthy donor
cornea. The need for corneal transplant surgery arises if the cornea
becomes swollen or scarred, thus altering the clarity and smoothness
of the cornea. Once the donor cornea is carefully sewn into place,
it provides a clear pathway for light to reach the retina. Corneal
transplant surgery is needed because of corneal failure after other eye
surgeries such as cataract surgery, keratoconus, heredity, scarring after
infections, especially after herpes, or rejection after the first corneal
transplant surgery procedure.
Corneal transplant surgery is more common and more successful
than all other transplant surgeries including heart, lung and kidneys.
Cornea doctors perform more than 40,000 corneal transplant surgeries
each year with a 90% success rate.
Dry eye syndrome occurs when the front of the eye (cornea) is not
lubricated or kept moist due to insufficient tear production and/or
problems with tear distribution.
The purpose of tears is to keep the front of the eye moist, which
keeps the surface smooth and enables light to pass through for clear
vision. When our eyes are dry, they tend to feel tired, gritty, irritated or
itchy. Irritation from wind or smoke and difficulties wearing contact
lenses are also problems for those experiencing dry eyes.
As we age, we make fewer tears. Due to hormonal changes,
women notice dry eyes more often than men. Medications, such
as antihistamines, hormone replacement therapy and oral acne
medications, may lead to dry eyes.
Because there is no known cure for dry eyes, it is important to
initiate dry eye syndrome treatment. Using preservative-free artificial
tear eye drops is a good way to keep the eyes moist and lubricated.
If artificial tears do not provide adequate results, our doctors may
suggest punctal occlusion treatment. The doctor inserts plugs that
slow or lessen the drainage of tears, allowing them to stay in the eye
longer. While these are common treatments, there are now many
other new therapies available at AIO’s dry eye institute that work to
alleviate these dry eye symptoms.
To learn more about our doctors and services at AIO, please visit
www.aiovision.com or call 1.800.246.1000.
Associates in Ophhalmology (AIO) is a premier, multi-specialty eye care practice with seven
locations in the greater Pittsburgh area, specializing in the diagnosis and treatment of
cataracts, diseases of the cornea, retina (including diabetic retinopathy, diabetic eye care,
macular degeneration, retinal detachments, flashes and floater), glaucoma, and other vision
correction treatments and surgeries. If you would like additional information, please call
412.653.3080 or visit www.aiovision.com.

